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Kitchen accessoires 

 
Inspiration for kitchen accessories at the digital autumn trade fair 
 
Naber’s multimedia presence at "kuechenherbst.online", the trade fair platform during the first digital 
area 30 in September 2020, attracted a great deal of attention. Virtual trade fairs work, though the 
kitchen accessories experts at the development and sales location in Nordhorn do not consider them 
a desirable model for the future. The countless telephone calls and field service deployments in the 
past weeks and months show how important personal exchange is – the Naber team is already looking 
forward to the area30 in Löhne in 2021. 
 
Attractive trade fair offers 
 
Kitchen accessory innovations can be staged excellently online, however inspiration works better if the 
products can be experienced and seen for real. Until Naber’s new developments and new discoveries 
can be exhibited at trade fairs again, brochures, digital themed pages, videos and discussions with the 
people in the company's internal and external sales help. 
 
During the Naber trade fair weeks, specialist dealers who wish to increase their stocks or update their 
exhibition equipment receive particularly favourable conditions until 30 October 2020. The Naber 
newcomers from the summer deserve particular attention. The original niche rear walls, lights, faucets 
or chairs create a contemporary kitchen ambience characterised by aesthetics and lightness. 
 
More beautiful, brighter, more farsighted 
 
The two new faucets in the ARMATE® LINEA range are decisively functional – and simply beautiful. 
The five models in the "Mio" series combine ergonomics and ease of use with individuality. In terms of 
shape and colour, there is plenty of freedom of choice, as "Mio" is available in the arched and classic 
L-shape, and in the colours chrome, stainless steel finish and matt black. In addition, a pull-out shower 
head or a flexible silicone hose can be supplied as required. Elegance and flexibility characterise the 
"Fuoco" faucets, which, with their enduring presence, also offer an easy-to-handle variant for 
installation in front of a window. 
 
The SELECTAkit® assortment consists of high-quality and recyclable containers and lids for the 
separate disposal of waste and recyclable materials. It inspires with new solutions for 900 millimetre 
wide kitchen cabinets: the Cox® Base extension with an installation height of 360 millimetres, for 
example, comprises four waste bins with a total volume of 64 litres. The maxi-product in the "Storage" 
segment is the Cox Base-Board® 900 with four boxes for optimum storage space organisation directly 
above the waste bins. And the entire Cox® Box 220 product family for existing drawer pull-outs is now 
also available in anthracite as well as in light grey. 
 
The spectrum of LED lights in the LUMICA® range embodies a new vitality with the colour-changing 
LED lamps mounted from below "Pertura" and "Vidula". On delivery of the more than two-metre long 
lighting profiles, optionally in stainless steel colour or matt black, the LED strip is not yet installed. The 
profiles can be shortened every 25 millimetres and adapt perfectly to the kitchen situation. Both surface 
mounted lamps can be integrated into the LIC LED system and controlled by remote control, 
smartphone, tablet or – in the Smart Home lighting system - by voice command. The pendant light "Zito 
LED", on the other hand, demands a prominent position. With its minimalistic, distinctive design, it 
spreads a pleasantly warm white light above the dining table. 
 
The "TOPit" niche rear walls unobtrusively lend a kitchen-living room that extra touch of exclusivity. 
Both model series are made of aluminium composite panels, but only "TOPit Spazzolato" features an 
aluminium look - optionally in pink, gold coloured, stainless steel coloured, anthracite and copper 
coloured. "TOPit Strutturato" with its more neutral colour scheme seems to radiate from the inside 
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Management 
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving 
force behind the development and realisation 
of innovative products. 
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human 
resources, organisation and finance. 
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the 
company with drive and vitality.  
 
 
 

Naber GmbH 
A dynamically growing company within the 
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500 
accessories items belong to the product range. 
Numerous internationally recognised design 
awards underline the innovative power of the 
family-owned business which is successful for 
decades. 
 
 

 

when the light is right. This effect is created by a special varnish system that gives the rear walls a 
noticeably structured surface. Both product series are insensitive to dirt and easy to process. 
 
Seating furniture for the indoor and outdoor area 
 
The extension of the TABLON® interior range of stools and chairs has many stylish surprises in store. 
Alongside attractive new models with black and stainless steel coloured frames and fabric and imitation 
leather upholstery, the range is supplemented by seats with oak frames. Added to this is the fascinating 
"Trill" series. Both the stools in two heights as well as the chairs with and without armrests are equally 
suitable for outdoor and indoor use. They are made of light, UV-resistant and completely recyclable 
fibreglass polypropylene, can be stacked and are available in a choice of seven trendy colours. 
 
Strong on-site presence 
 
Naber’s sales staff present product innovations and highlights from the entire range of kitchen 
accessories to customers personally on site. For this, they travel in optimally equipped multivans, the 
number of which has been increased to seven during the corona pandemic. Whether brand-new 
seating furniture, stylish faucets, functional displays for lighting and ventilation technology or original 
socket units – the mobile accessory demonstrations make it possible to keep your distance and 
maintain a professional exchange. 
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